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HOW CAN I ENSURE NATURAL-LOOKING RHINOPLASTY RESULTS?

ask dr. ducic

WHAT INFORMATION WOULD YOU
LIKE TO IMPART TO PATIENTS?

RHINOPLASTY

To achieve a natural-looking result, it’s important to go to a surgeon who has
experience with this procedure—and customizing it. With rhinoplasty it’s difficult
to go for a certain look. If you switch the noses of two attractive people with nice
noses, they would probably look strange because that new shape might not match
their face. That’s why the procedure needs to be tailor made to create the nose
that is right for each patient. It should be something that fits with your face but
is not noticeable or distracting.

Especially when dealing with the face,
it’s important to see a board-certified
surgeon who has a lot of experience,
meaning they do a high-volume
of cases concerning the specific
procedure you’re considering.
HOW DO YOU DEFINE
SUCCESSFUL RESULTS?

Our number one goal is to make the
patient happy. Additionally, the aesthetic goal is to make their features
and their appearance overall pleasing and youthful. We want them to
look rejuvenated and refreshed but
also very natural. We strive to avoid
all telltale signs of surgery.

“helping others is my passion”
WITH 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TO HIS CREDIT, DR. YADRO DUCIC BELIEVES THAT FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY SHOULD
GO UNDETECTED. “IN MY OPINION, PEOPLE SHOULD NEVER KNOW YOU HAD WORK DONE,” HE SAYS. “IT SHOULD BE
OUR LITTLE SECRET AS TO WHY YOU LOOK SO GOOD.”

HOW DO YOU DETERMINE THE BEST
TREATMENT COURSE FOR PATIENTS?

You have to look carefully at their
individual facial anatomy and assess
their needs. For example, some
patients with a sagging neck can be
treated with simple liposuction. However, others may require neck lifting
to resuspend the tissues in a more
aesthetic fashion. Training and
experience serve me well in making
appropriate recommendations.

Cutting-edge care
Using a wide array of options to treat his patients’ facial aesthetic concerns, Dr. Ducic stresses
matching the right technique to the right patient. To make sure he has the right tools at his
disposal, he seeks new techniques and better methods. “There’s a tendency for some surgeons
to naturally just fall into one procedure that works for them and they get very comfortable, which
discourages seeking improvement,” Dr. Ducic says. “We don’t present just one strategy. For example,
with facelifts we offer endoscopic facelifts, skin lifts, mid-facelifts, deep-plane facelifts, multi-plane
facelifts and more.” In addition to researching and writing more than 130 articles and book chapters,
Dr. Ducic instructs future surgeons as a clinical professor at the University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center and offers the only fellowship in North Texas through the American Academy of
Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery to stay on the cutting edge of facial plastic surgery.
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SERVICES OFFERED

Blepharoplasty
Rhinoplasty
Lip Augmentation
Facelift
Necklift
Otoplasty
Laser Resurfacing

about dr. ducic

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF YOUR JOB?
Following up with patients long-term and seeing
how happy they are with their results is very exciting.
WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE RECEIVED?
Treat every patient like a member of your family—
with respect, appreciation and genuine concern
for their well-being.
WHAT FASCINATES YOU MOST ABOUT THE
HUMAN BODY?
Its capacity to heal.

MEDICAL DEGREE

LOCATIONS

CONTACTS

University of Ottawa, Canada

Colleyville, Texas
Fort Worth, Texas

817.503.2442
817.920.0484

HOW DO YOU GIVE BACK TO YOUNGER GENERATIONS?
I share my knowledge by contributing to publications,
discussing new techniques and new ways of performing
procedures. I also train residents from the University
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and am a
fellowship director for the American Academy of
Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. I think
it’s important to try and pass on what I know to help
future patients because one day our children are
going to need these doctors. Teaching also keeps me
fresh and more excited about what I’m doing.

To learn more about the practice visit
drducic.com
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